SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Identifiability Constraints of Model (3)
First, the factors f k in the Poisson factor model (3) need to be orthonormal. Second, to ensure the identifiability of the offset parameters, the following constraints are needed:
β ik f jk = 0, i = 1, . . . , n.
(1)
Below in Theorem 1, we prove that the constraint is equivalent to a much simpler set of constraints, which are enforced in the PSVDOS algorithm. THEOREM 1. Under the factor model (3), the following two statements are equivalent:
(1) =⇒ (2). Let B = {β ik }, i = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , K, and F = {f jk }, j = 1, . . . , m, k = 1, . . . , K. For each i = 1, . . . , n, we have m j=1 K k=1 β ik f jk = 0, which suggests that BF 1 = 0. It then follows that B BF 1 = B 0 = 0.
Note that B B = S
2 where S is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the singular values of the matrix BF . Then, we have with all the other entries being 0, and then jitter all the entries by adding random noises generated from N (0, 0.1). The first four eigenvectors of the matrix U U will form the columns of U. with all the other entries being 0, and then jitter all the entries by adding random noise generated from N (0, 0.5), before subtracting each entry by the row average. The first four eigenvectors of the matrix V V then become the four columns of V.
Additional Simulation Results
This section includes supplementary figures of the simulation study. PSVDOS are the closest to the truth: the estimated singular vectors have the right order, and reveal the correct clustering patterns as in the true singular vectors. As a comparison, the first component of PSVD is primarily driven by the offset effects, while the true clustering pattern only shows up in the latter components; SVDRaw also feels the offset effects, i.e. the SVD components highly depend on the offsets, and they capture some outliers instead of meaningful signals; although SVD-Cuberoot and RSVD have improved clustering results, such normalization transformations are not sufficient to completely remove the effects of the offsets.
Figure 2 (a) shows the empirical 95% confidence interval for the overall mean obtained by the 100 simulation runs. The 95% confidence interval include the true overall mean. Figure 2 (b) zooms in the deviance reduction plot on the range of K>3.
In addition, we investigate whether the biases of the offset estimates depend on the number of factors included in the model. Figure 3 shows how the empirical 95% confidence intervals of log(Ti) − log(Ti) depend on the number of factors. The estimates appear to be biased when the number of factors is under-estimated, i.e. less than 4, while the estimates become less biased as the number of factors increases; eventually when the number of factors is equal to or greater than 4, the offset estimates do not have any bias. biological significance should be, except that HVP2 is more similar to BV than to HSV1 or HSV2, which has been found by Ohsawa et al. (1999) . This is confirmed by all approaches, except RSVD and QN-SVD. PSVDOS, PSVD, SVD-Cuberoot, RSVD, and QN-SVD place SA8 next to HSV1 and HSV2, SVD-raw does not. PSVDOS and PSVD separate fibroblast from other cells, while other methods place fibroblast close to HSV samples. These insights will direct our further investigations into the biology of these viruses.
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